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Chapter 1 : Steve Bannon: 'We're going to war in the South China Sea no doubt' | US news | The Guardian
Leading scholars from China and the West compare the varied experiences of the CCP_and its interactions with local
society_in all the border regions and base areas of resistance to the Japanese invasion on the North China battlefront.

The Spratlys are the most contested archipelago in the South China Sea. So in May, when two Chinese
warplanes nearly crashed into an American spy plane over the same area, many in China felt a familiar sense
of nationalist outrage. Though little talked about in the West, many Chinese officials have long felt that war
between Washington and Beijing is inevitable. A rising power, the thinking goes, will always challenge a
dominant one. Of course, some analysts dismiss this idea; the costs of such a conflict would be too high, and
the U. Yet history is riddled with wars that appeared to make no sense. Today, the maritime dispute between
the U. On one level, the dispute is about territory. Beijing insists that nearly the entire seaâ€”from its islands,
reefs and submerged rocks to its fish and underwater energy reservesâ€”historically belongs to China. Until
then, Washington contends, only the U. Chinese President Xi Jinping has repeatedly complained this system
favors America and prevents Beijing from taking its rightful place as the dominant power in Asia. China says
its claim to the South China Sea dates back thousands of years. But historians date the modern dispute back to
about years ago, when various European countries took over the waterway. Navy acted as its caretaker. But in
the s, oil and gas deposits were discovered under the sea bed, prompting the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia,
Brunei and Taiwan to stake their own claims to the region. Those countries have since seized 45 islands. Since
, China has occupied seven shoals and, through land reclamation operations, turned them into man-made
islands with landing strips and missile defenses. Critics of Obama, including Republican Senator John McCain
of Arizona, say such nonintrusive voyages easily could be construed as acknowledgement that China has a
valid claim. McCain and others have called on Obama to get tougher with Beijing and conduct more
aggressive operations in the disputed waters. Bilahari Kausikan, a senior Singaporean diplomat, notes that
small Southeast Asian countries must navigate a path between China and the United States by constantly
playing one against the other, hedging their bets and sometimes deferring to Washington or Beijing. Some fear
Beijing will step up its land reclamation operations. Others worry it will restrict the air space over the South
China Sea and begin intercepting unidentified aircraftâ€”a policy that would force it to confront the U. Or they
could do something even more provocative. Obama has warned Xi that such measures would prompt a
substantial American response, including military action. Some regional experts say Beijing may counter an
unfavorable ruling with tough rhetoric to mollify people at home, but take no actions before September, when
China hosts the G summit. But once that gathering is over, the dispute could become much more volatile.
Chinese military officials argue the submarine patrols are needed to respond to two major U. The implications
would be enormous. Nuclear missiles on a submarine are always armed and ready. Add submarine operations
to the mix, and the chances of an accident multiply despite protocols meant to minimize the risk of collisions.
Submarines are stealthy vessels, and China is unlikely to provide their locations to the Americans. That means
the U. Navy will send more spy ships into the South China Sea in an effort to track the subs. War between a
rising China and a ruling U. Xi said as much during his visit to the United States last fall.
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They were transferred there from the Tsumori and Kawasaki camps. This photo shows either the Peking
Marines being marched to the train station on 10 Jan or it shows the entire unit of being marched through
Nanking on their way to Woosung on 31 Jan If this is Nanking they were marching from the train to a barge
to cross the Yangtze River before loading on a different train to continue to Shanghai and Woosung. Everyone
else moved to nearby Kiangwan in Dec More photos and sketches after the report below. At Woosung, from
left: Ashurst, Commander Thyson, Maj. Salay or James Wilson, Harold I. Rodriquez or Antonio Leon, Gerald
A. Schick, Edward Moose Kirkpatrick. Ellison, Herman Davis, Walter E. Freiberger, Danny Walmer, Morris
F. Yet if the winter was long and cruel, the summer was even worse; for then came the heat YOung said about
Woosung "Not enough food, sickness, beatings were all part of prison life. If one would see a cute puppy or
kitten we would not think of how cute they were, but could we catch them to eat. The papers were written in
as part of a document needed for his re-enlistment. This camp near Woosung, China, was originally old
Chinese army barracks. When I arrived it was approximately ten acres of ground surrounded by an electrically
charged fence. Inside the fence on one side were seven barracks each with a wash rack and toilet just a few
feet outside the rear door. These buildings were side by side about thirty feet apart. Later another electrically
charged fence was erected inside the one surrounding the camp and immediately outside the front and rear of
each building and the two end ones. These buildings were frame, about seventy feet long and twenty five feet
wide. Thery were divided into two or three sections, the divisions being made by an open hallway from one
side of the building to the other. These buildings were far from being weather proof i. Inside each building a
hallway or aisle ran lengthwise through the center of the building approximately five feet wide. On each side
of this hall were separate rooms about twenty feet square. The center of each room was bare. On each side of
these small rooms from the center hallway to the outer wall was a bay to sleep on. In other words in each
approximately twenty square feet there were two sleeping bays, six by twenty. Each man had a space twenty
six inches by six feet for his alloted space to eat, sleep, etc on. These bays were built about one foot above the
floor. In most cases the flooring under these bays was omitted. Later I was given a cover, similar to our army
mattress covers, filled with damp straw. There were two hundred to three hundred men to each building, from
eighteen to twenty men in each small room. For this camp of approximately one thousand five hundred men
there was one kitchen. This kitchen consisted of two rows of iron pots about eleven with a fire box under each
pot. The kitchen contained running water but very few facilities to prepare the food such as containers for
washing and benches or tables. The only way to dispose of any garbage was to dump it outside the kitchen. To
distribute the food, buckets of about two and one half gallons each were furnished. The food was put in these
buckets and carried to the barracks and rationed to each man who had three bowls in a cloth bag and hung on
the wall by a nail when not in use. We ate in the same small space used for a bed. Buckets and bowls were
washed in cold polluted well water piped to wash racks. My food consisted of rice and soup twice a day and a
small loaf of bread with soup one meal a day. The soup was prepared with a pork or fish base, lots of water
and few vegetables. The pork and fish were only a few pounds per one thousand five hundred men. Once
every two or three weeks I would receive a couple spoon fulls of sugar. The toilets were immediately behind
the wash rack. Each was divided into stalls with a rectangular hole in each. No toilet seats, we had to squat. I
have gone several months without toilet paper. There were very few screens on these toilets therefore the flies
were terrible. It was impossible to keep them away from our food. Rats abounded by the hundreds. The water
was pumped from shallow wells and piped from the wells to the wash racks. The water was unquestionably
polluted. We had to boil what water we drank. The bath arrangements consisted of four large wooden vats
with a fire box under each. The bottom of each vat was of metal. Each vat was about four feet by eight feet
and three feet deep. Most of the time there was only enough fire to heat one or two vats for fifteen hundred
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men. In warm weather we took cold baths. Soap was very scarce. Later the prisoners dug drainages for
sewerage and we managed to talk the Japs out of some lime for the toilets, but it was inadequate. The human
waste was dipped out from under the toilet and carried away in buckets by Chinese coolies. We were furnished
no soap, buckets, mops etc. Very little soap to wash clothes with. The first winter, spring, and summer my
work was in helping around camp such as in the kitchen, bathhouse etc. The fall of I worked digging canals
out of camp along the Whangpoo River. The winter of I worked on a monument in honor of the dead Jap
soldiers. Punishment for infractions of camp rules were severe beatings, doing without food, standing at
attention in any kind of weather for several hours, and being turned over to the gendarmerie for trial and
punishment in gendarmerie torture houses. In my first camp all prisoners were given medical exams. We
discovered later these examinations were to ascertain who were the best men to send to Japan to work in
factories, mines, coal yards etc. Medical treatment was practically nil. In August Thomas was sent with a
group to Kawasaki, Japan. James I- Norwood and Capt. It is next to a radio station and was formerly used as a
Japanese army barracks. They arrived on 24 Jan. Ashurst was the ranking officer and his assistant was Maj.
Pan American employee J Camacho died 11 Aug 42 from cancer of the tongue. Both listed as being reported
by Japanese as occurring in Shanghai. The first Japanese commanding officer was 1st Lt. Takamato- He was
replaced about a week later by Col- Yuse and upon his death in Sept, , Col, Otera became the commanding
officer of all Shanghai camps. The immediate camp was under Capt. Endo who was formerly the executive
officer of Col. Akiyama was in charge of the guards. Conditions here were poor; health and sanitary facilities
were inadequate, and from the first day written protests were filed by senior officers. The camp was made up
of 7 old wooden barracks, one of the seven being a small barrack, the rest of them being approximately feet
long and 50 feet wide. These barracks were divided into sections holding about 36 men to a section. The men
slept on raised platforms on bare boards. All the floors were of wood. The roofs were constructed of a metal
covering camouflaged with paint. The windows were glass, and broken panes were never replaced. The
officers were separated from the enlisted men at one end of the barracks. They had separate rooms with two to
four in a room, depending on their rank- Each barracks housed about men. The entire camp was surrounded by
two electrically charged fences. The Red Cross promised to study the problem. The latrines were located
behind the barracks about ten feet away. They were the usual type of Japanese latrines. The excreta was
removed by coolies.
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North China at War: The Social Ecology of Revolution, During the War of Resistance to Japan from to , the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) grew from a marginalized political force on the geographical periphery of Chinese society to a
position of national leadership.

YJ Fischer served at the State Department from She co-wrote the Democratic Party platform and served on
the Clinton-Kaine transition team. The views expressed in this commentary are her own. View more opinion
articles on CNN. His trade war with China is undermining diplomatic efforts to denuclearize North Korea, as
well as other US objectives. Trump promised Americans that a trade war would be " good and easy to win.
Experts expect American consumers to be hit hard if the reciprocal tariffs keep escalating. China retaliated in
kind with its own tariffs on a similar amount of US goods. Trump still seems to think that this trade war is
going to lead to an easy win. Earlier this week, Trump boasted at a rally: That has rankled Beijing, with some
likening it to the start of a new Cold War. Pyongyang has a long history of promising to denuclearize and
subsequently failing to follow through. That could force North Korean leader Kim Jong Un to choose whether
to feed his people or continue to pursue his nuclear weapons program. Instead, China is giving North Korea a
pass by failing to comply with existing sanctions. China has at times worked with the international community
to pressure North Korea. More often than not, however, China has failed to implement international sanctions.
Without him, it would have been a much longer, tougher, process! While US intelligence , as well as reporting
from the International Atomic Energy Agency , indicates that North Korea may still be developing its nuclear
program, Xi has suggested ending sanctions against North Korea. Xi is reportedly also considering going to
Pyongyang in September. China has the ability to undermine our objectives across the globe.
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Chapter 4 : Trump is right. His trade war with China is causing a huge problem with North Korea (opinion) In the Name of the Public: Environmental Protest and the Changing Landscape of Popular Contention in China
Steinhardt et al. East 60th Street, Chicago, IL

We continue to have minor problems, especially with missing photos. As of this date only William H.
Chittenden and George Hirschkamp survive, both age They spent from that day until mid September of as
prisoners of war. This site is dedicated to the gathering of information on the experiences of those North China
Marines. A major goal is to trace the specific POW camp sequence for each individual North China Marine
captured in Chinwangtao, Peking, and Tientsin and provide descriptions of those camps. Many of the pages on
this site also include information on Wake Marines and civilians. They were the Embassy Guard Detachment.
In a unit was sent from Peking to Tientsin Tianjin to take over legation guard duty from the Army. Spellings
of Chinese cities are from that time period, not current usage. In the Japanese invaded and conquered much of
eastern China. While Japan controlled this area of China, various military units of other nations remained. The
British, French, and Italians also kept forces in Peking. This left only the men of the North China Marines in
Peking, Tientsin, and Chinwangtao, by then totalling only men. They were to depart China on the 10th of
December, On the morning of 8 December 7 Dec stateside time each of the units woke to find themselves
surrounded. This meant they would be repatriated with the diplomats at the embassy in Peking and the
consulate in Tientsin. No documents seem to actually have had such a clause. This belief in a repatriation
clause may have prevented a mass escape while enroute to Shanghai. See Escapes and Deaths page. The five
men of the 4th Marines still closing up business in Shanghai were repatriated from Woosung in June
McBrayer book page Upon surrender, the small unit at Chinwangtao was sent to join the men in Tientsin.
There were men in Peking, 48 in Tientsin, and 15 in Chinwangtao. The total of men included a 14 man Navy
medical detachment consisting of 3 officers and 11 enlisted men. The Marines in Peking were kept in their
compound until 10 January , at which time they also were sent to Tientsin. In late January the entire group of
Marines was sent by train to the Prisoner of War camp at Woosung, outside Shanghai. They joined there the
approximately Marines and civilians captured earlier on Wake Island. From this time until their rescue in
September of the Marines were used as slave labor by the Japanese. The Japanese salvaged it. Read that story
at www. There they were imprisoned at Fukuoka camp 3-B. None of the other North China Marine books
mention it. The Newell diary mentions an earlier group of about 70 civilians leaving in Sep and then the group
of about 70 leaving in Nov. In December the camp at Woosung was closed and the entire group moved to
nearby Kiangwan. The Biggs book also mentions this. No other information is yet available as to who went
where. If this transfer actually happened, and is not just confused with the November 42 transfer, no North
China Marines appear to have been part of it. In May of the camp at Kiangwan was closed. Most of the POWs
were sent on their way to Japan. Along the way they spent time at Fengtai, near Peking, and then Pusan,
Korea. They arrived in Japan at the end of June Some of the POWs were sent to camps near Osaka. Some
civilians were sent to Yamagata, others to Niigata. The majority of the remaining POWs approximately ended
up on the northernmost Japanese island of Hokkaido at the Hakodate camps 2, 3, and 4. There are North China
Marines known to have been part of this group. The events of 6 and 9 August saved the POWs from death by
starvation during the upcoming winter or murder at the hands of their guards. Most of the North China
Marines were finally rescued from their camps about mid September. This site is a summary of their story.
The pages here try to explain the details.
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North China at War by Feng Chongyi and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at
www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 6 : The Pentagon is planning for war with China and Russia â€” can it handle both?
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The Trump administration's narrow minded focus on North Korea means it's taking its eye off China as a result. That's a
mistake. Isaac Stone Fish is a senior fellow at the Asia Society's.

Chapter 7 : China Must Prepare for Imminent War With North Korea, Top National Security Experts Warn
Designed to deter North Korea from launching a war while the United States was involved in fighting against Iran or Iraq
(or vice versa,) the idea helped give form to the Department of Defense's.

Chapter 8 : What's worse than war with North Korea? War with China | Isaac Stone Fish | Opinion | The Gu
A major pillar of Xi's program for "making China great again" is building a modern military fully "capable of fighting and
winning" a 21st century war â€• including, if need be, against the United.

Chapter 9 : North China Marines - Prisoners of War
A war between US and China directly? Not likely because both are thermonuclear powers with the ability to annihilate
each other(As at , US has megatons of thermonuclear warheads aimed at both Russia and China, while China has
about megatons of thermonuclear warheads for retaliatory strike).
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